GNUR

(German Nursing Recognition Program)

Become a Registered
Nurse in Germany

Overview
GNUR is a German Nursing License-Guidance program (Kenntnisprüfung –
Knowledge exam preparatory program) for International nurses who wish to get
registered as a nurse in Germany. As of 2020, German hospital and senior care nursing
has been combined and now called General nursing (Pflegefachkraft) with specializing
possible in the final year of the training.
The program guides the international students to acquire the German language, subject
oriented language (Nursing language), the know-how of theory, practical training like
internships in German hospitals, senior care institutions, or outpatient care and
Intercultural competencies will also be taught.
The program also guides on what steps must be followed to be successful in Germany
and how to apply, documents to take care of and mentoring post landing in Germany
and then helping in parallel preparation for Kenntnisprüfung exam (KP) while working as
an assistant.

Eligibility
• Completed diploma/vocational nursing
• Completed bachelor/master in nursing
• Official recognition as a nurse in their home country/country of study
• B1 or B2 German proficiency level certificate

Process & Requirements
To obtain a job in Germany, the candidates must be eligible and also
must undergo the following process:
1. German Language learning till B1 or B2. It is highly recommended to complete the
B2 level prior to leaving your home country as this saves time and money in
Germany as to start the equivalent qualification of foreign nurses to that of German,
B2 is a must.
2. Getting the foreign certificates recognized and the deficit document is obtained
from the concerned ministry.
3. Applying via proper stipulated channels for the appropriate fitting jobs.
4. Once the above process has been cleared then apply for the Visa (if necessary).
5. In Germany, undergo proper training both Practical (as Health care assistant) as well
as theoretical and prepare for the KP exam.
6. After passing the KP Exam conducted by the concerned ministry receive the
Permanent Registration which is valid across the European Union (EU).

German language courses
The intensive German language course is a must, and we prepare
the candidate for the same
• A1 Beginner Level
• A2 Pro Beginner Level
• B1 Intermediate Level
• B2 Pro Intermediate Level
Nurses should finish German level B1 before applying for an interview because
finding a job in Germany mainly depends on language and communication skills.
If you do not have a professional German language skill, so you will not be able to
apply or get accepted in any interview. After the interview, you will continue learning
B2 to apply for VISA.

Document Process & Visa Application
Must have all documentation in proper format and also need to apply for
the fitting jobs.
Parallelly start the process for obtaining the certificates to be recognized by the
concerned authorities (Normally a ministry in that particular state is responsible).
After a successful interview, you must get a valid job contract as a nursing assistant
and ministry certificate (deficit letter) with this and B2 certificate (Goethe or Telc) you
have to apply for a work visa (§16d). After a successful visa the application you will fly
to Germany and start working as a Nursing assistant from day one and start preparing
parallelly for the Kenntnisprüfung exam.

Kenntnisprüfung/Knowledge exam (KP exam)
Kenntnisprüfung is a viva exam combined with practical (Actual handling of patients
and following the work process), where the candidate’s theoretical knowledge, as well
as the practical, are proofed to see whether his or her knowledge is equivalent to a
nursing candidate trained in Germany.
Training program period: 6-8 months prior to appearing for the KP exam.
The training program will prepare you to be able to pass the KP exam. Upon
completion of this KP Exam successfully (Normally the exam takes about half a day
for the process) the candidates receive their registration is then valid across the EU
and eligible to work as a nurse in Germany permanently.
Note: One has to clear the KP exam within 18 months after landing in Germany as a
nursing assistant.

Payscale of Nurses in Germany
• Nurse Assistants are paid around 1900-2000 Euros per month
• The starting salary for fully-qualified healthcare nurses starts around
2,500 euros per month

This brochure is of the sole
purpose to educate the interested
participants about the procedures
involved. We do not offer this
program to candidates who come
from certain countries.
To know more about it
do contact us.

